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Realm of chaos. the first version of realm of chaos is a two-volume publication by games workshop
concerning the forces of chaos. the hardback books contain background material and rules for warhammer
fantasy roleplay (1st edition), warhammer 40,000: rogue trader and warhammer fantasy battle (3rd
edition).Warhammer (formerly warhammer fantasy battle) is a miniature wargame that simulates battles
between terrestrial armies, with a medieval fantasy theme.In warhammer fantasy, chaos spawn wait no shitaierojoihodskdnkefniwrehoswdnwelrjworiwe are mutations that only afflict those who worship chaos
(allowing anyone who Technically the chaos space marine legions are the only space marine legions still in
existence, the loyalist legions having been reformed into self-contained chapters after the heresy.In the 10,000
years since their creation, many space marines have betrayed the emperor and turned to worship of the chaos
gods. this is a list of all known chaos space marine legions, chapters and warbands.Why play chaos space
marines? chaos space marines - sorry, heretic astartes - are the main antagonists of the warhammer 40,000
setting, with the horus heresy arguably being the most pivotal moment of the w40k timeline.
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